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‘Nobody comes to India and is not in some way changed . . .’ 
 
Meena, a Jewish-American lesbian who has claimed India as her home, takes us into a darkly comic 
universe populated by three generations of women along with other family members, as well as by the 
Indians whose world they seek to penetrate. 
 
There is Meena’s religiously observant mother, Ma, whose desire to remove herself from the wheel of 
life plays out in a Faulknerian funeral procession and cremation on the banks of the Ganga; Meena’s 
daughter, Maya, a misunderstood child coming of age in an emotionally treacherous household; her ex-
wife, Geeta, a privileged and hedonistic Indian woman who enters their world with devastating 
consequences; Meena’s twin brother, Shmelke, a charismatic rabbi turned guru and international 
fugitive; and the Indian servant, Manika, whose loyalty to the family both sustains and shackles them. 
Universal yet intimate, brutal yet tender, satiric yet sympathetic, Mother India is Tova Reich’s most 
poignant and astonishing novel yet. 

  

Author Bio 

TOVA REICH is the author of the novels One Hundred Philistine Foreskins, My Holocaust, The Jewish War, 

Master of the Return and Mara. Her stories, reviews, and other writings have appeared in the New York 

Times, the Washington Post, Atlantic, Ploughshares and elsewhere. She is the recipient of the National 

Magazine Award for Fiction, the Edward Lewis Wallant Book Award, as well as other prizes. She lives on 

the fringe of Washington, DC. 
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The Book was nominated for the prestigious IBBY Honour list 

 

A collection of fascinating folk tales from India. These tales are an integral part of the country’s culture, 
having evolved over long centuries, perpetuated through the oral tradition of story-telling. They contain 
the practical wisdom of the simple village rustic as well as universal values handed down by thinkers and 
sages in ancient India. Retold several times over, they reflect the lives and philosophies of the different 
regions of a culturally rich and diverse land.  
 
Meet a faithless prince with ‘pins and needles’, a shepherd boy who plays magical melodies but is 
devoured by a wolf, a lovely forest nymph who languishes in a castle, a sly jackal who is outwitted by a 
bird, a princess who marries a donkey and yet manages to live happily thereafter . . . Each tale in this 
collection is a sparkling gem, specially handpicked for today’s reader from the exotic treasure chest of 
Indian folk tales. 
 
The Association of Writers and Illustrators for Children (AWIC), in collaboration with the Indian 

Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), presents to readers a uniquely colourful collage of stories from all 

corners of India, retold by popular authors and illustrated by well-known illustrators. 
 

STORIES  
1. The Two Travellers   
2. The Needle Prince   
3. The Wily Jackal   
4. Magic in the Mango Grove   
5. Phyunli - The Evening Primrose   
6. The Miracle   
7. The Challenge  
8. The Singing Spirit   
9. The Donkey Weds Princess Ambika   
10. The Honoured Guest   
11. Paiyya's Search   
12. Prince Monkey and Prince Owl   
13. The Sun and The Moon   

14. The Merchant's Daughter   
15. Buying a Song   
16. The Sacred Drum   
17. The Disbelieving King   
18. The Tests of Friendship   
19. A Forest Friend   
20. Tapoi   
21. The Promised Boon   
22. Two Birds and a Cooking Pot   
23. The Talisman   
24. The Snake Princess   
25. Gifts for the Worthy   
26. A Matter of Honour 
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The Hindu Way codifies the core beliefs and practices of the Hindu religion in a simple manner. It is a 
manual for people to follow the essential aspects of the religion in India and abroad. The book clearly 
delineates the past practices and how they have evolved in recent times. The author brings together his 
long years of experience as a monk, a writer and a teacher to advise people about the way to live by 
their religion.  
 
Samarpan is a monk, teacher and author with many books, articles and memoirs to his credit. His 
transcribed talks in Bengali on Hindu scriptures are available at archive.org. Videos of his talks are 
available on YouTube. He presently teaches ancient and modern scriptures at the University of his 
organisation. 

  

USP: 

1. Code of core Hindu beliefs and practices 

2. Written in a simple accessible manner for all 

3. Well-known author with many books to his credit on Hindu religion 

4.  Small and handy book 

 

Excerpts from the Book 

The spiritual journey begins when one turns away from the external acquisition to inner exploration.  
 

Men and women are equal in the world. The Vedas mention how female sages studied and composed 

mantras alongside the sages.  
 

God alone exists. The world is the play of His divine power or maya, and is not perfect. Perfection lies only 

in the divine. 
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‘A daring novel’ 
VOGUE INDIA 

 
‘An epic story … poignantly told’  

HINDUSTAN TIMES 
 
Be taken back to a time that is half history, half myth, and wholly magical … 
 
First published in 2008, Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s The Palace of Illusions received wide acclaim for 
giving a woman’s take on the timeless tale that is the Mahabharata. Narrated by Panchaali, wife of the 
five Pandava brothers, the novel traces her life from fiery birth and lonely childhood, where her beloved 
brother is her only true companion; through her complicated friendship with the enigmatic Krishna; to 
marriage, motherhood and her secret attraction to the mysterious man who is her husbands’ most 
dangerous enemy. 
 
This tenth anniversary edition, complete with a new author’s note, celebrates once again a remarkable 
and deeply human story about a woman born into a man’s world. 
  

 

Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s books include the bestselling novels The Mistress of Spices (longlisted for 
the Orange Prize), Queen of Dreams and Sister of My Heart, the prizewinning story collections Arranged 
Marriage and The Unknown Errors of Our Lives, and the ‘Conch Bearer’ series for children. She teaches 
creative writing at the University of Houston. 
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Praise / Reviews 

‘By rendering the women characters as complexly as the men … Divakaruni's historic and transporting variation adds 

new and truly revelatory psychological and social dimensions to the great epic's indelible story of sacrifice and 

spiritual awakening’  

BOOKLIST 
 

‘A radiant entree into an ancient mythology … Remarkable’  

HOUSTON CHRONICLE 
 

‘The Palace of Illusions is unique, amongst Divakaruni's very best … A creative, illuminating feminist work’  

INDIA CURRENTS 
 

‘An intimate, feminine portrait that is both contemporary and timeless’  

KIRKUS REVIEWS 
 

‘Divakaruni has taken a male-centred story and breathed new life into its female characters, giving us a rich tale of 

passion and love, power and weakness, honour and humiliation … entertaining, insightful and suspenseful’  

LIBRARY JOURNAL 
 

‘A mythic tale brimming with warriors, magic and treachery … Divakaruni's sentences dazzle; the images she creates 

are masterful’  

LOS ANGELES TIMES 
 

‘Enchanting … Divakaruni’s storytelling talents put her right up there with the best’  

MIAMI HERALD 

 

‘Divakaruni's prose is as spirited as Panchaali herself, written with energy and humour’  

MILWAUKEE JOURNAL-SENTINEL 
 

‘Vivid and inventive … Divakaruni's rich, action-filled narrative contrasts well with the complex psychological portrait 

of a mythic princess’  

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY 
 

‘Complex, beautifully wrought … Divakaruni's feminist reading of Indian lore offers readers a magical lens into the 

political interplay of gender, castes, birthright and life in the monarchy’  

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS 
 

‘The Palace of Illusions is not only an exciting, action-packed read, but also an educating one, and will likely 

encourage those curious enough to delve into the original Mahabharata’  

TORONTO STAR 
 

 

 

 


